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Abstract—This paper addresses the design of a bi-harmonic five-phase Surface-mounted Permanent Magnet (SPM) machine for marine propulsion. The bi-harmonic characteristic results from the particular 20 slots-8 poles configuration that makes possible high value of third harmonic current injection. Thus the machine performance can be improved in terms of average torque, speed range, losses control and torque quality, this last feature being the scope of the paper. As low ripple torques are wanted at low speed, the magnet layer is defined to reduce the cogging torque and to make third harmonic current injection increasing average torque and reducing pulsating torque in the same time. According to a selection procedure based on the numerical simulations of a high number of machines, it appears that designing the rotor with two identical radially magnetized magnet that cover two-third the pole arc allows to reach this goal. Referring to an equivalent three-phase machine, the torque ripple level of the bi-harmonic five-phase machine is more than three times lower, thus being obtained with a simple control strategy that aims at achieving constant currents in the rotating frames. The time simulations of the drive confirm the significant reduction of the speed oscillation, especially at low speed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-phase motors are widely used in electrical marine propulsion for reasons such as reliability, smooth torque and distribution of power [1]. For low power propulsion system (less than 10kW), the power partition constraint results from the low DC voltage (less than 60V) that supplies the drive. Hence increasing the phase number enables to limit the rating of the power electronic components. In addition, compactness objective can be more easily achieved if the phase number is considered as a design parameter. For instance, with five-phase machine, third harmonic current injection can be performed to boost the torque [2], [3]. Regarding the rotor, Permanent Magnet (PM) structure contributes to enhance the power density [4], [5]. Furthermore, Surface-mounted Permanent Magnet (SPM) rotor facilitates the ripple torque mitigation that is of critical importance at low speed. If fractional-slot windings facilitate the reduction of cogging torque for SPM machine [6], they also generate magnetomotive force harmonics that could result in excessive magnet losses. Machine with 0.5 slots per phase and per pole (spp = 0.5) are known to limit this effect [7]. In addition, the slot filling can also be improved with this solution [8]. Therefore the machine here considered is a five-phase machine with 20 slots and 8 poles (20-8-5 configuration) for a marine propeller.

Three-phase machine with 12 slots (12-8-3 configuration) could be chosen but this solution does not provide fault tolerant ability. Furthermore, in [9] where 20-8-5 and 12-8-3 machines are compared for the same design specifications (rated torque, power and external diameters are identical) and the same volume of magnetic materials (magnet, copper and iron), it is shown that the 5-phase configuration makes possible a significant reduction of the magnet losses, according to numerical computations.

20-8-5 configuration is a particular winding distribution in so far as the third harmonic factor (0.98) is higher than the fundamental one (0.57). A machine equipped with this winding can be considered as a bi-harmonic five-phase machine since it inherently offers an electronic pole changing effect [10]. With this characteristic, the efficiency of the machine can be improved for the whole speed range: the possibility of limiting the magnet losses at high speed is shown in [9], [10]. The speed range can be enlarged: this is true for SPM machine [11] but also for Interior PM machine [12].

This paper focuses on a characteristic not yet described for 20-8-5 SPM machine. In [13], it is shown that, for five-phase SPM machine, a quite simple third harmonic current injection can be used to virtually eliminate the pulsating torque. The trouble is, except in case of particular design, the smoother torque is obtained for a lower average torque. The present study shows that, with a proper but quite simple design of the rotor magnet layer, it is possible to inject third harmonic to increase the average torque and to reduce the ripple torque in the same time, which is particularly useful at low speed. The paper will be divided into three parts. The first part introduces the multi-machine decomposition for five-phase SPM machine in order to determine bi-harmonic (first and third) current control strategies. The second part addresses the design of the 20-8-5 machine. A high number of machines are simulated with Finite-Elements Analysis (FEA) in order to select the best solution regarding the ripple torque reduction. To demonstrate the improvement regarding three-phase machines, 12-8-3 machines are also examined. The last part focuses on the time simulation of the drive to preliminary evaluate the possible influence of the current control on the ripple torque and the rotating speed deviation.

II. MULTI-MACHINE DECOMPOSITION OF FIVE-PHASE SPM MACHINE TO DETERMINE CONTROL STRATEGIES

A. Multi-machine decomposition of a five-phase machine

If the magnetic saturations and the demagnetization issue are not considered, it can be shown that a star-connected five-
the machine (that determines the copper losses), the control strategy can be summarized as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
(I_1, \theta_1) &= \left( I_b \frac{I_b}{\sqrt{1 + r^2}}, 0 \right) \\
(I_3, \theta_3) &= \left( I_b \frac{r I_b}{\sqrt{1 + r^2}}, 0 \right)
\end{align*}
\] (4)

MTPA is obtained if ratio \( r \) equals back-emf \( \epsilon_3 \) to back-emf \( \epsilon_1 \) ratio:

\[
r_{\text{boost}} = \frac{\epsilon_3}{\epsilon_1}
\] (5)

With this approach, third harmonic current injection increases the average torque. This strategy is called \( h1h3\text{-boost} \). With this strategy, the trouble is that the average torque enhancement usually comes with more pulsating torque since the SM pulsating torques \( t_3 \) add up to the MM ones \( t_1 \).

In [13], a control strategy that aims at using the SM to compensate the pulsating torque of the MM is introduced. This control strategy is called \( h1h3\text{-damp} \): it consists in choosing a particular ratio \( r \) that depends of harmonics 7th, 9th, 11th and 13th of the back-emf, that is calculated in order to eliminate the first harmonic of the pulsating torque.

\[
r_{\text{damp}} = -\frac{\epsilon_1 - \epsilon_9}{\epsilon_1 - \epsilon_7}
\] (6)

The limitation of this strategy is that the SM operates as generator to absorb the pulsating torques of the MM, thus reducing the average torque and the efficiency. The two introduced controls (\( h1h3\text{-boost} \) and \( h1h3\text{-damp} \)) can be considered as quite simple control in so far as they aim to regulate constant currents in the dq-frames. In particular, \( h1h3\text{-damp} \) control does not require a time varying \( d \) or \( q \) current components to mitigate the ripple torques (as in [15]). Therefore the implementation of the control with simple PI controllers can be used since the necessary bandwidth of the controllers does not relate to the frequency of the torque ripple.

### III. Machine Design

#### A. Objectives

The present section focuses on the 20-8-5 machine design to make the two strategies \( h1h3\text{-boost} \) and \( h1h3\text{-damp} \) practically similar. Hence third harmonic current injection will increase the average torque and reduce the pulsating torque in the same time. Due to its particular winding, the 20-8-5 machine should be designed to be supplied with first and third harmonic of current at low speed. The base idea consists in designing the rotor such as third harmonic current injection results in average torque increase (boost effect, see (5)) and pulsating torque reduction (damp effect, see (6)) in the same time. However attention must be drawn to the cogging torque that can be very large for this kind of machine: magnet segmentation is a solution to mitigate the cogging torque. It should be mentioned that a quite simple design is aimed for: simple magnet shape and no rotor or stator skewing. Finally, in order to satisfy the pulsating and cogging torque reduction constraints, solutions where the rotor consists in two phase SPM machine behaves as two two-phase virtual machines that are magnetically independent but electrically and mechanically coupled [14]. Furthermore, as the rotor saliency can be neglected with SPM machines, the space harmonics are distributed among the two virtual machines: the virtual machine sensitive to the fundamental is called Main Machine (MM) whereas the other sensitive to the third harmonic is called Secondary Machine (SM). The space harmonics are distributed according to the following law:

- MM is sensitive to 1\(^{st}\), 9\(^{th}\), (10k ± 1)\(^{th}\) harmonics
- SM is sensitive to 3\(^{rd}\), 7\(^{th}\), (10k ± 3)\(^{th}\) harmonics

Actually the virtual machine is a physical reading of the mathematical subspace built on the linear application that describes the phase-to-phase magnetic couplings: this two-dimension subspace is usually represented with \( \alpha\beta\)-axis circuit in stationary frame or with \( dq\)-axis circuit in rotating frame. MM and SM are also characterized by their cyclic inductances that will be of the same order with a tooth-concentrated winding, thus making easier the current regulation of the two virtual machines in case of PWM controlled voltage inverter.

#### B. Electromagnetic torque calculation

Therefore the five-phase machine electromagnetic torque \( T \) is the sum of the torque produced by the Main Machine \( T_1 \) and the Secondary Machine \( T_3 \). If \( \gamma \) denotes the electrical angle, the following expression is obtained:

\[
T(\gamma) = T_1(\gamma) + T_3(\gamma)
\] (1)

In case of first and third harmonic current control strategy, MM and SM torques can be expressed as follows:

\[
T_1(\gamma) = \frac{5}{2} \epsilon_1 I_1 \cos \theta_1 + t_1(\gamma)
\] (2)

\[
T_3(\gamma) = \frac{5}{2} \epsilon_3 I_3 \cos \theta_3 + t_3(\gamma)
\] (3)

In (2) and (3), \( \epsilon_1 \) and \( \epsilon_3 \) are the first and third harmonics of the no-load back-emf (at one rad/s speed), \( I_1 \) and \( I_3 \) are the first and third harmonics of the current and \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_3 \) are the current-to-back-emf angles for first and third harmonic respectively. \( t_1 \) and \( t_3 \) denote the pulsating torques. According to the space harmonic distribution property, the MM pulsating torque \( t_1(\gamma) \) results from the interaction of the fundamental of the current with particular back-emf harmonics (1\(^{st}\), 9\(^{th}\), (10k ± 1)\(^{th}\)). The same applies for the SM pulsating torque \( t_3(\gamma) \) that results from the interaction of the 3\(^{rd}\) harmonic of current with particular back-emf harmonics (3\(^{rd}\), 7\(^{th}\), (10k ± 3)\(^{th}\)).

#### C. Control strategy

At low speed, Maximum Torque Per Ampere (MTPA) control is wanted, thus meaning that, for both virtual machines, back-emf and current should be aligned. Thus the current-to-back-emf angles equal zero. Therefore, if \( r \) denotes \( I_3 \) rms current to \( I_1 \) rms current ratio and \( I_b \) the rated rms current of
identical radially magnetized magnets are explored. As it can be observed in Fig-1 that illustrates the electromagnetic circuit of the machine over one pole pair, the magnet arc length $\tau_m$ has to be chosen as a trade-off between cogging and pulsating torque reduction.

At the pre-design step, the influence of the magnet arc length on the pulsating torque can be analyzed by using an analytical two-dimensional field calculation that allows a quite accurate estimation of the electromagnetic torque [16]. Thus fig-2 shows the variation of the pulsating torque when using boost control (denoted $\Delta T_{h1h3-boost}$, corresponding to (5)) out of the pulsating torque when using sinus control (denoted $\Delta T_{h1}$, obtained by chosing $r = 0$ in (4)) according to the magnet arc length $\tau_m$. The dash line reports $\Delta T_{h1h3-boost}/\Delta T_{h1}$ ratio change when only considering the first pulsating torque harmonic whereas the solid line corresponds to the ratio change when accounting the whole pulsating torque harmonics. According to Fig-2, the boost control has damp effect if the magnet arc length is chosen between 0.29 and 0.34 the pole arc. The main machine parameters are listed in table I.

### B. Design exploration

In this part, the best design is found by using a numerical two-dimensional field calculation (Finite Elements Analysis FEA software FEMM, [17]). The advantages of the investigated 20-8-5 machine has to be discussed with regards to an equivalent 12-8-3 machine (with the same rotor diameter, magnet height and air gap). Usually the rotor of 12-8-3 machine is made with a single magnet per pole that covers two-thirds the pole pitch. For the considered design specifications, according to FEA, such a machine presents an excessive torque ripple: the peak cogging torque is about 2.2Nm and the max-to-min full torque with MTPA sinus control strategy is higher than 4.5Nm (that is mostly 50% the rated torque). Consequently, skewing the rotor or the stator would be necessary to mitigate the cogging torque, thus making the manufacturing more complex. Controlling the currents to mitigate the cogging torque is possible but more complex and less robust than simply achieving constant torque.
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the third harmonic current control ($h_3$, all the torque is produced the SM, using the $3 \times 4$-pole polarity).

Fig-3a represents the peak cogging torque change according to the magnet arc length $\tau_m$. One can observe that the peak cogging torque can be minimized by choosing $\tau_m$ equal to 0.33 for the 5-phase machine and by choosing $\tau_m$ equal to 0.36 for the 3-phase one: nevertheless, according to the FEA predictions, the minimum cogging torque for the 5-phase machine is about two times lower than the 3-phase machine one. This can be explained by lower slot openings for the 5-phase machine.

Fig-3b focuses on the pulsating torque change with magnet arc length $\tau_m$ for the 12-8-3 and 20-8-5 machines. The pulsating torque can be reduced up to about 0.6Nm with the 3-phase machine if the magnet arc length is 0.42 the pole pitch. It can be observed that the possible pulsating torque reduction is significantly better with the 5-phase machine: in case of $h1h3$-boost control, a magnet arc length equal to 0.32 the pole pitch corresponds to a pulsating torque of about 0.2Nm (that is three times lower that the best 12-8-3 solution). For 20-8-5 machine, it is worth mentioning that the $h1h3$-boost control reduces the pulsating torques referring to $h1$ control if the magnet arc length is between 0.29 and 0.40 the pole pitch, which is quite compliant with the analytical predictions reported in Fig-2. Furthermore, with regards to $h3$ control, the resulting pulsating torques are always reduced with the $h1h3$-boost control if the magnet arc length is higher than 0.3 the pole pitch. Finally, according to the numerical predictions, the boost control has a damp effect if the magnet arc length is between 0.3 and 0.4 the pole pitch.

Fig-3c reports the full ripple torque (cogging and pulsating) for the 3-phase and 5-phase machines. As in Fig-3b, 5-phase machine ripple torque is estimated for three current control strategies: $h1h3$-boost, $h1$ and $h3$. First, one can observe that the best torque ripple reduction is obtained for the 20-8-5 machine with $h1h3$-boost control: if the magnet pole arc is 0.33 the pole pitch, the max-to-min ripple torque is about 0.5Nm that is more than four times lower the value obtained with the best 12-8-3 machine (about 2.2Nm, corresponding to $\tau_m = 0.39$). In addition, if the analysis is restricted on the 5-phase machine, Fig-3c clearly shows that such a ripple torque reduction can not be obtained with $h1$ or $h3$ controls. For these two controls, the best result is obtained for $h1$ current control applied to a machine with $\tau_m = 0.44$: the ripple torque is then about 1Nm, that is two times the best values ($\tau_m = 0.33$ with $h1h3$-boost control).

C. Results

The final design is the 20-8-5 machine with magnet length equals one-third (0.33) the pole arc. The resulting electromagnetic circuit is depicted in Fig.1. It is worth mentioning that the final 5-phase machine has the same magnet volume as the usual 12-8-3 one (with a single magnet per pole covering two-third the pole pitch), examined at the beginning of subsection III-B.
Fig-4 reports the numerical torque estimations for the best 3-phase machine (with two magnets per pole, obtained for $\tau_{ms} = 0.39$) and the final 5-phase machine: the torque ripple reduction (more than four times) with the 5-phase machine is then illustrated, thus confirming the results in Fig-3c.

Fig-5 gives the no-load back-emf waveform and the corresponding spectrum for the optimal 20-8-5 machine. It can be observed that the back-emf spectrum contains only four significant terms: 1st and 9th harmonics that belong to the MM space harmonic family on the one hand, 3rd and 7th harmonics that belong to the SM space harmonic family on the other hand. 1st and 3rd harmonic terms are practically equal, thus justifying the bi-harmonic denomination for the here designed 20-8-5 machine. In addition, as 7th and 9th harmonic terms are also practically equal, it can be easily demonstrated by using (5) and (6) that boost and damp controls are virtually the same, which is a very interesting feature:

$$r_{\text{boost}} \approx r_{\text{damp}}$$

(7)

Fig-6 shows the no load back-emf Park components: 1-d and 1-q are the Park components of the Main Machine (the frame rotating at $p\omega_s$,rad/s) and 3-d and 3-q are the Park components of the Secondary Machine (the frame rotating at $3p\omega_s$,rad/s). The considered control strategies (boost and damp) provide reference Park currents that are constant: 0 for the two 1-d and 3-d currents and 1-q and 3-q references are calculated according to (4). For the designed 20-8-5 machine, the average values of the 1-q and 3-q are almost equal, which complies with the back-emf spectrum analysis. Furthermore, the time-variable parts of the 1-q and 3-q back-emf components are slightly of the same order and in opposition. This property explains why controlling MM ($h1$) and SM ($h3$) at the same time allows to reduces the pulsating torques and increase the average torque.

Fig-7 clearly illustrates this property. For the 5-phase machine, the FEA torque estimations with the three possible control strategies are shown: $h1h3$-boost, $h1$ and $h3$. As during the selection process described in the previous subsection, the average torques are the same. Therefore, when using $h1$ or $h3$ current control strategy, the required RMS current is higher than the base current that is defined for $h1h3$-boost control strategy: 1.44pu for $h1$ and 1.38pu for $h3$. It should be noted that these current values difference is consistent with the slight amplitude deviation between the average 1-q and 3-q back-emf components (visible in Fig-6). It is also worth mentioning that, with these two controls ($h1$ and $h3$), the resulting ripple torques are almost equal to the one obtained with the best 12-8-3 machine (whereas $h1$ and $h3$ controls are not the proper control for the optimal 20-8-5 machine). Fig-7 shows that the ripple torques with $h1$ control and $h3$ control are practically in opposition, thus justifying the significant ripple mitigation with $h1h3$-boost control.
IV. DRIVE SIMULATIONS

A. Hypotheses

This subsection addresses the inverter simulation issue in order to evaluate the effects of the real time control of the currents. A time simulation of the drive is thus realized (with Matlab/Simulink software) for the best 12-8-3 machine (the one with $\tau_m = 0.39$) and the optimum 20-8-5 machine ($\tau_m = 0.33$). The following hypotheses are taken:

- the inverter is made with perfect switches and the DC bus voltage continuously equals 60V
- an intersective modulation based on a carrier signal at 10kHz is considered
- $dq$-axis currents (classical $dq$-axis currents for the 3-phase machine and $d_1q_1$-axis (MM) and $d_3q_3$-axis (SM) for the 5-phase machine) are regulated with PI controllers tuned according to [18] with back-emf compensation
- the mechanical load increases with the square of the rotating speed (such as, at full speed, the load torque is the rated machine torque)
- the rotating speed is not regulated.

For both machines, the simulation model accounts the cogging torque. It should be remembered that all the considered current controls aim at achieving constant d-axis (zero) and q-axis currents at steady state (this is the case for the sinus control of the 12-8-3 machine and for the $h1h3$-boost, $h1$ and $h3$ controls of the 20-8-5 machine).

B. Results

Fig. 8 shows the resulting torque waveforms for the 12-8-3 and 20-8-5 machines according to the simulation of the drives (in steady state). The torque ripple reduction with the 5-phase machine is about three times which complies with the FEA results given in Fig-4. For the 5-phase machine, Fig. 9 reports the $d_1q_1$-axis and $d_3q_3$ currents: it can be observed that the currents are virtually constant, thus demonstrating the quite simple control approach to eliminate the ripple torques.
Fig. 10 reports the rotating speed changes for the 3-phase and 5-phase machines, at the rated point (1000rpm, in Fig-10a) and at low speed (250rpm, in Fig-10b). The significant speed oscillation reduction is then illustrated. In particular, at low speed (250rpm), the difference between the maximum speed and the minimum speed is about 70 times lower with the 20-8-5 machine (against 8 times at 1000rpm).

V. CONCLUSION

This paper addresses the design of a bi-harmonic five-phase SPM machine for marine propulsion. As low ripple torques are wanted at low speed, the magnet layer is defined to reduce the cogging torque and to make third harmonic current injection increasing average torque and reducing pulsating torque in the same time. Designing the rotor with two identical radially magnetized magnets that cover two-third the pole arc appears as a possibility to reach this goal. Numerical simulations of the five-phase machine confirm this approach and show a significant torque quality improvement: referring to an equivalent three-phase machine, the torque ripple level is reduced by more than three times. The possibility to eliminate the ripple torques with a simple control that aims at achieving constant currents in the rotating frames is evaluated with a time simulation of the drive. For the bi-harmonic five-phase machine, the FEA torque ripple reduction is confirmed and the speed oscillation is significantly mitigated, especially at low speed.
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